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Incident #: 12-P20610

LAW INCIDENT:
-------------

Nature: ASSAULT          Address: 550 MEMORIAL DR; Holt Arena
Location:                         City: Pocatello        ST: ID  Zip: 83201

Offense Codes: ASIM
Received By: BERRY,N          How Received: Telephone               Agency: PPD
Rspndg Officers: BALLARD,M
Rspnsbl Officer: HOWE,K           Disposition: Clrd Adult Arrest   on 11/08/12
When Reported: 09:35:51 10/14/12
Occurred: Between 07:00:00 10/03/12   and 08:00:00 10/03/12

VICTIMS:
--------

NAME: GRAVES, DEREK P.                                    Name Number: 
    

                          

WITNESSES:
----------

NAME: BENSON, CHARLES S.                                  Name Number: 

               

NAME: PLEASANT, PHILLIP C. II                             Name Number: 

              

NAME: PLACE, CHASE M.                                     Name Number: 

           

NAME: PAYNE, BRANDON C.                                   Name Number: 
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NAME: LEMER, COLE A.                                      Name Number: 

             

NAME: BENJAMIN, DEVIN                                     Name Number: 

               

NAME: TAYLOR, KAMERON M.                                  Name Number: 

               

NAME: BLACKMON, RICHARD D.                                Name Number: 

           

SUSPECTS:
---------

NAME: KRAMER, MICHAEL D.                                  Name Number: 
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NARRATIVE:
----------

OFFICER: BALLARD #5233         DICTATED: 10/14/2012  @ 1400 HOURS

INVESTIGATIVE TIME:  45 MINS
LAW INCIDENT #:  12-P20610
STENO INITIALS:  JLC
DATE & TIME
TRANSCRIBED:  10/14/2012 @ 1444 HOURS

#3 ASSAULT INVESTIGATION NARRATIVE:

1. BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF INCIDENT:

On 10/03/2012, at the Idaho State University Holt A rena DEREK GRAVES was
participating in the Idaho State University footbal l practice.  During the
practice, Coach MICHAEL KRAMER, began yelling at GR AVES and pushed him over.
GRAVES used his cellphone to obtain a video of the incident from a monitor in
the Holt arena.  The incident was recorded and atta ched to this report.

2. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE PARTIES:

Coach and football player

3. WEAPONS OR FORCE USED:

Hands

4. VICTIMS INJURIES, MEDICAL TREATMENT GIVEN:

None

5. DOCUMENTS OF EVIDENCE TO BE FILED IN RECORDS:
(STATEMENTS, RIGHTS FORMS, LATENTS, PHOTOS, ETC.)

GRAVES' Statement Form

Video that was attached to this incident

6. VICTIM(S) INTERVIEW(S):

Not given

7. WITNESS(ES) OBSERVATIONS:

Not given

8. SUSPECT(S) INTERVIEW(S) / INFORMATION:

Not given

9. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, NOT PREVIOUSLY STATED:
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On 10/14/2012 at approximately 0935 hours, I respon ded to the lobby of the
Pocatello Police Department in reference to a batte ry.  Upon arrival, I
contacted GRAVES and his father.  GRAVES advised on  10/03/2012 between 0700
hours and 0800 hours, he was at football practice a t the Holt arena.  GRAVES
stated he was lined up for a play when Coach KRAMER  yelled at him to get an
older person into his position.  GRAVES signaled fo r an older player to come
into his place.  GRAVES advised KRAMER became upset  and began to yell at him.
KRAMER ran at GRAVES and began to yell in GRAVES' f ace.  KRAMER stated, "He is a
fucking varsity player," and, "He is already letter ed this year."  KRAMER shoved
GRAVES on the ground and walked toward him.  KRAMER  stepped over GRAVES and
yelled, "Get the fuck up," and walked away.  GRAVES  stated since it was
one-on-one drills he knew the practice was being re corded.

GRAVES proceeded to the place where the monitors we re located and video tapped
the incident while it played on the monitor.  I pro vided GRAVES with my email
address and advised him to email me the video.  GRA VES advised KRAMER later
apologized on that date for the incident.  On the f ollowing date, KRAMER
apologized to him in front of the team.  GRAVES sta ted KRAMER'S explanation made
it sound like it GRAVES' fault that the incident oc curred.  GRAVES advised his
attorney has contacted Idaho State University about  the incident but Idaho State
University has yet to do anything about the inciden t.  GRAVES stated he wished
to pursue criminal charges in reference to this inc ident.  GRAVES advised he had
no observable marks from the incident but he was ha ving back pains related to
the incident.  GRAVES further advised he has not be en to a medical facility for
his injuries relating to this incident.  I had GRAV ES fill out a voluntary
statement form in reference to this incident.

I reviewed the video and observed KRAMER run approx imately fifteen yards toward
a football player that was believed to be GRAVES.  KRAMER yelled at GRAVES and
pushed him in the shoulders with two open hands.  I  observed GRAVES fell back
approximately five yards.  While he was on the grou nd, KRAMER walked toward him,
stepped over him, and then walked away.  The video has been attached to this
incident in Spillman.

On 10/14/2012 at approximately 1030 hours, I attemp ted to contact KRAMER through
TOMMY STEINER the team manager's phone number.  STE INER did not answer the phone
and no message was left.  Lieutenant SCHEI contacte d Idaho State University
Public Safety and obtained a cell phone number for KRAMER.  I called the phone
number and left a message for KRAMER to call me bac k.  At this time, follow-up
is to continue in reference to this investigation.

End of report.

OFFICER: SCHEI # 5164            DICTATED: 10/15/20 12 @ 1411 HOURS

INVESTIGATIVE TIME:  1 HOUR
LAW INCIDENT #:  12-P20610
STENO INITIALS:  JLC
DATE & TIME
TRANSCRIBED:  10/15/2012 @ 1530 HOURS

1. DOCUMENTS OF EVIDENCE TO BE FILED IN RECORDS:
 (STATEMENTS, RIGHTS FORMS, LATENTS, PHOTOS, ETC.)

None
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2. NARRATIVE:

On 10/14/2012 at approximately 1600 hours, I contacted the dean of students for
athletics department at Idaho State University, JAMES YIZAR, in reference to
this incident.  I advised YIZAR of this incident and the investigation.  YIZAR
advised he had not been made aware of any information but he would be following
up with the athletic director, JEFF TINGEY (unknown spelling).  YIZAR advised
he would have TINGEY contact me in reference to this incident.

At approximately 1730 hours, TINGEY contacted me over the phone in reference to
this incident.  TINGEY indicated he was aware of the situation and had spoken
with Coach KRAMER.  He further advised he contacted Idaho State University's
Legal Staff in reference to the incident and they were currently following-up.
I advised TINGEY of the situation and DEREK GRAVES wished to pursue a criminal
complaint against Coach KRAMER for the incident that occurred on 10/03/2012.
TINGEY advised he understood and requested I contact the assistant athletic
media relations personnel for Idaho State University, STEVE SCHAACK, at

On 10/15/2012 at approximately 0900 hours, I contacted SCHAACK and advised him I
spoke with Detective Sergeant NELSON in reference to this incident.  I informed
SCHAACK the detectives would be following up on this case.  SCHAACK requested
that
we work through them to contact students.  I passed that information onto
Detective Sergeant NELSON who had earlier briefed on the incident.

At approximately 1204 hours, I responded to Public Safety to review further
video.  I contacted the director of public safety, STEVE CHATTERTON, who advised
he was aware of the situation.  CHATTERTON advised PETE WELCH was doing
investigative work on behalf of Idaho State University.  CHATTERTON advised they
had video inside the Holt Arena showing the field.  I reviewed the video for the
date and time in question but the portion of the field where the incident
occurred did not appear on the Idaho State University's cameras.  I watched the
video for an hour but I did not see the incident occur on the camera.  It should
be noted, the camera cuts off at approximately the 35-yard line and the video
was from a different from the video than the one provided by GRAVES.  I passed
on the information from WELCH to Detective Sergeant NELSON.  At this time, there
is no further information.

End of report.

OFFICER:  MATSON #5145    DICTATED:  10/17/12 @ 0950 HRS
INVESTIGATIVE TIME:  2 HRS
LAW INCIDENT #:  12-P20610
STENO INITIALS:  PF
DATE & TIME TRANSCRIBED:  10/17/12 @ 1133 HRS

1. DOCUMENTS OF EVIDENCE TO BE FILED IN RECORDS:
 (STATEMENTS, RIGHTS FORMS, LATENTS, PHOTOS, ETC.)

RECORDING:  A digital recording of my interview with BRANDON PAYNE uploaded into
the Files section of Spillman under this LI
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2. NARRATIVE:

On 10/16/12 at approximately 0300 hours, I responded with Detective Sergeant
NELSON and Detective HOWE to the Idaho State University Holt Arena to assist
with some interviews from this incident.  Upon arrival to the Holt Arena I was
asked by Detective HOWE to make contact with BRANDON PAYNE who was one of the
trainers who was on the field and was in proximity of where the incident
happened between DEREK GRAVES and Coach MICHAEL KRAMER.  I confirmed with PAYNE
that this was an incident that occurred on 10/03/12 while they were holding a
practice in the Holt Arena.  I did record the interview with PAYNE and that
interview has been downloaded into this report under Files.

I explained to PAYNE that we were just talking to individuals in regard to what
they had observed or heard and asked PAYNE to tell me what he had observed that
day.  PAYNE stated he was on the south sideline of the Holt Arena at
approximately the 50-yard line.  PAYNE advised that initially he was watching
the kickers and some other individuals who were on the east half of the football
field doing drills and the wide receivers, which GRAVES was one of, were working
in the west half of the football field at about the 40-yard line.  PAYNE advised
that he then heard KRAMER yelling so he stated he immediately looked to the west
and saw KRAMER running across the field from the west end zone where he had been
working with the linemen.  He stated KRAMER ran toward the wide receivers who
again were at about the 40-yard line running plays and then ran toward GRAVES
who was running a drill.  He stated he further observed KRAMER yelling and
screaming, "No!" and that he was "cussing and stuff".  He said it was typical
angry.

He advised that what he observed or believed had happened was that GRAVES was
trying to get a different player, a defensive back, to cover him because it was
a freshman who was covering him at the time that possibly he did not feel was
good enough.  PAYNE advised that the player who was covering at the time was a
varsity player who had played in games before and the coach had told him, "When
a coach tells you to play against another player you run the drill and don't try
to have someone else playing against you thinking that you're better than
everyone else."  He advised that most of the yelling took place pretty close to
GRAVES, between GRAVES and KRAMER, and that KRAMER was in GRAVES' face pointing
and yelling at him and KRAMER then pushed GRAVES away from him with a hand to
the chest.

PAYNE stated he then observed GRAVES take a couple of steps back and then he did
not know for sure but it looked like possibly GRAVES had tripped over his own
foot and then he went down on his back on the turf.  PAYNE advised that KRAMER
continued to yell at GRAVES and yelled at him to get up and he continued yelling
about the situation and KRAMER again advised, "Don't ever try to make yourself
look better than any other player!"  He advised he then observed KRAMER walk
back over to D line which was in the west end zone.  He stated GRAVES then
stepped off of the field and he talked with his position coach, Coach TUCKER,
for a few plays and then he got back into drills for the remainder of the
practice.

I asked PAYNE if GRAVES ever complained of any injury.  He stated he did not say
anything to him during practice but later in the day GRAVES had talked with the
other trainer, TOM BROCK (unknown spelling), and was complaining of 

.  PAYNE advised that BROCK then set up an appointment for
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GRAVES at the Student Health Center and later that evening GRAVES had come back
and said he cancelled his appointment at the Student Health because he had a
team meeting he did not want to miss.  PAYNE advised he then heard the next day
that GRAVES had later that evening gone into an Urgent Care and he was seen for
the .  PAYNE advised that since that time, BROCK has pretty much taken
care of setting up appointments and schedules for GRAVES to be seen by doctors
for the complaint of the .

I did ask PAYNE if GRAVES was participating in practice.  He stated he is
currently still out but he is on the sidelines at practice and not
participating.  He further advised he believed that on Tuesday following the
incident GRAVES .

 We
then requested a copy of the Medical Release that all student athletes as Idaho
State University sign so we can get the medical records for GRAVES which he had
been seen and .

I did ask PAYNE if he had ever seen anything like this happen.  He then asked
me, "In terms of a coach shoving a player?"  I stated yes and he stated that no
he had not.  I asked PAYNE if he knew who the defensive back who was guarding
GRAVES during the practice was and he stated he believed it was a player by the
last name of BLACKMAN (unknown spelling) but did not know for sure.  He also
stated that usually during the practice drills other defensive backs are in the
area as well as Coach TUCKER who usually sits between five and ten yards behind
the players.

I further asked PAYNE if he was aware of any other such incidences between
GRAVES and KRAMER and he stated he was not aware of anything.  I then concluded
the interview with PAYNE and did leave him a business card and asked him to
contact me if he had any further information.  At this time no further is
needed.

End of report

OFFICER:  HOWE #5126          DICTATED:  10-18-12 @ 1625 HOURS

INVESTIGATIVE TIME:  6 HOURS
LAW INCIDENT #:  12-P20610
STENO INITIALS:  LNP
DATE & TIME
TRANSCRIBED:  10-19-12 @ 1006 HOURS

1. DOCUMENTS OF EVIDENCE TO BE FILED IN RECORDS:
 (STATEMENTS, RIGHTS FORMS, LATENTS, PHOTOS, ETC.)

None at this time

2. NARRATIVE:

On 10-15-12, I was assigned this case for follow-up. Due to the circumstances, I
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was advised by Detective Sergeant NELSON that detectives are going to be
handling this particular case. I was advised it was a simple assault involving
Coach MIKE KRAMER and a player by the name of DEREK GRAVES, a receiver on the
Idaho State University football team. I received information from Lieutenant
SCHEI and Detective Sergeant NELSON that in this particular incident had
occurred on 10-03-12 at around 0700 hours. I was informed there was a video.
Apparently GRAVES had used his cell phone to record video of the play from a
computer at one of the Idaho State University offices at the Mini Dome and that
he saved the information. I later learned that Idaho State University records
one on one practices with the players on the field throughout the week and that
it is erased every Friday. I was informed by Detective Sergeant NELSON that
Officer BALLARD had taken the original report and that GRAVES had come in on
10-14-12 at approximately 0945 hours to report the simple battery involving
Coach KRAMER.

I reviewed the report and I also viewed the video. In viewing the video, you can
see KRAMER coming across the field from the end zone and approaching GRAVES who
was in helmet and pads. They were practicing one on one plays with receivers and
defensive backs. Coach KRAMER approaches GRAVES. There is no sound on the video,
but you can see the actions taken by individuals on the field. KRAMER approaches
GRAVES, gets up within Graves space, and you can see that he is motioning with
his arms and appears to be yelling at GRAVES. Within a second or two of
confronting him on the field at approximately 30 or 40 yard line, KRAMER reaches
up with both hands and shoves GRAVES, who falls backwards onto his back and
rolls up onto his shoulders and neck. At that time, KRAMER then walks towards
GRAVES while GRAVES is lying down on the field and steps over him, looking back
on the ground in his direction, and walks off towards the northeast area of the
field. For details as far as what was said from KRAMER to GRAVES, see the
original report taken by Officer BALLARD.

During the process of starting to investigate the case, I was informed that PETE
WELSH with Idaho State University was going to be doing the investigation for
the university. I also received information that KRAMER had obtained an
attorney, JOHN BAILEY. I was also informed that GRAVES had obtained an attorney
from the East coast.

On 10-16-12, I made arrangements to meet with WELSH, investigator for the
university. We were going to meet on 10-17-12 at 0800 hours so that I could
speak with him about this investigation. I was also informed that JEFF TINGEY
was involved in this particular incident as well as STEVE SCHAACK.

On 10-17-12 I had the meeting with WELSH. Detective Sergeant NELSON and I
discussed the events that had occurred involving KRAMER and GRAVES. I informed
WELSH at the time that due to the circumstances, it was a simple battery
situation. I obtained a copy of the video for WELSH, which I placed onto a DVD.
I also gave WELSH a copy of the report that we had started. WELSH was going to
assist me in lining up football players that were witnesses to this particular
battery incident on the field at Idaho State University on 10-03-12. I had also
been in contact with SCHAACK via phone  trying to make arrangements to
speak with witness players.

On 10-17-12, arrangements were made to meet with approximately four to six
players at the Mini Dome. We met with the Public Information Officer for
athletics, being SCHAACK, in his office at the Dome. He was able to contact six
witnesses: COLE LEMER, DEVIN BENJAMIN, CHASE PLACE, KAMERON TAYLOR, RICHARD
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BLACKMON, and PHIL PLEASANT. PETE WELSH was with me during these interviews. I
was also informed by WELSH that KRAMER had obtained an attorney and was not
speaking to law enforcement at all. The interviews with the football players
were digitally recorded and later downloaded into Spillman under this incident
and number.

The first player I spoke to was COLE A. LEMER , who is a true freshman
and resides at the  with a cell phone of . In
questioning him, I learned that the practice starts around 0620 hours to 0645
hours and that the practice had already started. The incident occurred around
0700 to 0710 hours. They were doing one on one practices with defensive backs
and receivers. He said that GRAVES was up, was going to run his route, and there
was an issue with a true freshman covering guard and GRAVES was going to get a
senior to guard him so that it was senior on senior. GRAVES had asked the
freshman to step out so he could get a senior. At that point, he said that
they usually try to practice senior to senior, experience to experience. He said
Coach KRAMER was in the end zone on the west side, watching from afar
and he said that he ran up to GRAVES. He heard some yelling, got in his face,
kind of bumping chest in his space. He made some comments about how he should
not discriminate on age or talent and that any guard could guard him. That was
not fair and he should not be doing that. He said that he did not see Coach
KRAMER push him. He said that he saw GRAVES what he thought was trip and fall
backward. He said he was surprised with KRAMER'S actions. He said he was close
to GRAVES. I asked him if he had seen KRAMER push GRAVES. He was close to the
two of them but did not see the push. He said he was to the back and right of
KRAMER and GRAVES, about 20 yards away and they were around the 30 yard line he
thought, towards the west end. He verified that KRAMER had been in the end zone
watching and he did hear KRAMER yelling. He just could not remember all of the
details. I obtained all of LEMER'S information.

I then brought in DEVIN BENJAMIN (date of birth  who lives in 
 with cell phone . He is a wide receiver and also a

freshman. He said that GRAVES was waiting and that a freshman had stepped up. He
said that he wanted some senior player to go one on one. He said that KRAMER ran
over to GRAVES and pushed him and GRAVES fell down. He stated they were
practicing one on ones. He said that they do the one on one practices all the
time. He said that KRAMER to him appeared to freak out and ran over. He said
that KRAMER basically snapped in his eyes. He said that KRAMER pushed GRAVES
with two hands. He said that KRAMER eventually walked off. He thought he
remembered hearing KRAMER say something to the effect that he did not want to
bump anyone or have anybody removed from the one on one. He thought that KRAMER
was going to make an example of GRAVES for bumping a freshman. BENJAMIN said
that he was about ten yards straight back and was getting ready for a run. He
has never seen any issues or heard of any other issues before where KRAMER has
assaulted anyone. BENJAMIN said that at the end of practice or the next day, he
remembered KRAMER apologizing to the team, making statements that he should not
have done that and it was unacceptable, he had blown up and was wrong. I asked
him how GRAVES was. He said GRAVES was pissed off and was not really talking. I
obtained all of DEVIN'S information.

The third player we interviewed was CHASE M. PLACE (date of birth  at
. His phone number is .

He is a wide receiver red shirt freshman. He said the morning of 10-03-12, they
were practicing one on ones. He said GRAVES was up and the freshman RICHARD
BLACKMON had come out for the one on one and that GRAVES had told him to leave,
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he wanted a veteran guard. KRAMER wanted BLACKMON to guard GRAVES. KRAMER
started yelling and ran over to GRAVES and pushed into him body on body. He said
that KRAMER had pushed GRAVES back and that GRAVES fell and rolled back onto his
back on the turf. PLACE did say that he was kind of shocked at the actions of
Coach KRAMER. He said that they were kind of in the middle of the field and he
was on the side about 25 yards away. He did not really hear a lot of things. He
does not remember specifics on what he did hear but that there was some yelling.
He said later after practice or the next day he remembers them huddling as a
team and that the coach apologized to the group and made some statements about
how it was unacceptable and would never happen again to the team. I obtained
PLACE'S information.

WELSH and I then interviewed KAMERON M. TAYLOR (date of birth ) who
lives in . His phone number is . He is a freshman
wide receiver. He stated that on 10-03-12 at around 0710 hours, they were doing
one on one drills. GRAVES lined up and a freshman came out, BLACKMON #5, and
GRAVES had signaled for the freshman to get off. He wanted a senior veteran
player. Coach TUCKER, the wide receiver coach also said that was ok to have a
senior player veteran come out for more competition because the younger players
did not have as much experience. He said that KRAMER assumed GRAVES said to
replace the freshman and KRAMER ran to GRAVES and got in GRAVES'S face. He then
began yelling at GRAVES about removing BLACKMON from the field and pushed GRAVES
back onto the ground, making statements about how he was experienced and that
BLACKMON needed the practice and he had lettered and should be able to play, and
told GRAVES not to make calls on the field. I asked TAYLOR if he had heard
GRAVES mouthing back to KRAMER, saying anything. He said that no, GRAVES was
quiet and did not say a thing. He did not talk back to KRAMER and after the
shove and KRAMER walking off, KRAMER yelled, "Give me a new guy up." TAYLOR
stated that he was about four to five feet away on the left sideline with the
defense backs on the line behind them. He advised that he was surprised at
KRAMER'S action. He had never seen this happen before. He said that either that
day or the next day at the end of practice, he remembered Coach KRAMER
apologizing to the team for the events, saying that he had no excuse and should
not have done that. He singled out GRAVES verbally and apologized to him in
front of the team. I obtained all of TAYLOR'S information.

We then conducted an interview with RICHARD D. BLACKMON, a defensive back
freshman. He stated that they were practicing one on one, receivers and
defensive backs. He stated that the morning of 10-03-12 around 0700 hours. He
was a younger guy and said that GRAVES did not want to go up against him. He
said that this is the second time that this has happened. He said that normally
they practice senior to senior. He said there was another coach, a tall
brown-colored coach. He stated the first time there was a mismatch was weeks
ago. He said that something like this had happened before as far as not having
him go one on one with a senior. He said that he had heard KRAMER starting to
yell and he got scared, so he started to head off the field. BLACKMON said that
he was walking off the field and KRAMER had come running across the field from
the end zone. They were on the west end of the field. He said that KRAMER was
yelling at GRAVES and got really close to GRAVES. He said that he got in Graves
face and his space. He stated that he did not see KRAMER push GRAVES, but he did
see GRAVES fall back. He did not see any contact other than KRAMER getting in
GRAVES'S face very close. BLACKMON said that he was about five yards away. He
said that KRAMER went off the line after them and then did not come back. I
asked him how he felt about the incident. He stated that KRAMER yells, but he
did not feel anything different about the incident. He thought they were at
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about the 30 to 40 yard line just to the southwest. He did state that KRAMER the
next day or after practice did talk to the group and apologize to the team. He
made some statements about how it was unacceptable and apologized. I obtained
BLACKMON'S information.

Then we conducted an interview with PHIL C. PLEASANT (date of birth ,
who lives at . His phone number is . PLEASANT is a
military young man who is a senior defensive back, #24. During the interview,
PLEASANT said that they were practicing one on one receiver and defensive back
drills. He said that it was GRAVES'S turn. GRAVES is a senior. The defensive
back, BLACKMON, had less experience and was going up against him. GRAVES had
made some movements with his hands to the receiver coach and was gesturing to
BLACKMON, trying to get a different, experienced player up to go one on one. He
said that Coach KRAMER ran over from the end zone to the area where GRAVES was
standing and began yelling at GRAVES and telling him not to push out the younger
guys and that he did not need a veteran. It was ok, he could have a younger guy
go one on one. There were some other verbalizations going on between KRAMER and
GRAVES. KRAMER wanted RICH to stay in and play because he deserved to play.
KRAMER bumped chests with GRAVES. PLEASANT thought that after they bumped
chests, GRAVES had fallen back. PLEASANT did state that KRAMER was in GRAVES'S
face, closing in on his space, and walking into him. PLEASANT said that he was
about 15 feet away, kind of southwest of where GRAVES and KRAMER were standing.
He did verify that GRAVES was a senior. I asked him if anything like this had
happened before. He did not say that he had seen anything like this before. He
did not notice anything out of the ordinary. He was a little surprised at the
actions of KRAMER. He said that KRAMER was somewhat more forward this time than
he has seen in the past and appeared pissed off. There were no words exchanged
from GRAVES to KRAMER. He said that GRAVES is pretty respectful of the coaches.
He said the receiver coach, TUCKER, wanted an older player also. PLEASANT said
that he was going to replace BLACKMON and that he was going to go in against
GRAVES until the incident occurred with KRAMER. PLEASANT did state that around
one of the practices, KRAMER did apologize about something. He could not
remember the specific details. PLEASANT did say that he was casual friends with
GRAVES. He did state that GRAVES continued to play later and he has been to
practices, but is not playing and has been supporting the team. PLEASANT did
state that he had heard GRAVES was having some neck spasms and complaining of
some pain.

For details of interviews with Detective MATSON and Detective Sergeant NELSON,
see their supplement interviews on the equipment director and athletic trainer.

Detective Sergeant NELSON and I have been in contact with legal in reference to
this particular case. Due to the circumstances in the video, it is considered a
simple battery/assault. In speaking with attorney DEAN TRANMER, it is an
assault situation. GRAVES does wish to pursue battery charges against KRAMER.

I later contacted GRAVES on 10-17-12 at approximately 1400 hours. I had GRAVES
come down to the Pocatello Police Department after I had called him. I explained
the citation to him. He did sign the citation against KRAMER for Simple Battery,
citation #9274607, a violation of Idaho Code 18-903. After obtaining the
signature on the citation, it will need to be served at a later time.

I then was in contact again with TRANMER and KURT BYBEE, attorneys with the City
of Pocatello. I explained to them that I had obtained a signature from GRAVES
for Simple Battery against KRAMER, the coach at Idaho State University. I have
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kept them in the loop as far as information on what was occurring. I have also
been in contact with WELSH, who informed me that he did speak to KRAMER about
this particular incident and that KRAMER did admit to making a mistake and
pushing GRAVES. I was also informed through WELSH that KRAMER was not going to
talk with law enforcement. Apparently, he was going to be obtaining a new
attorney other than BAILEY. I have also been in contact with TINGEY in regards
to taking information from the university as far as Idaho State University sport
medicine awareness risk forms that they use for players for waivers where it is
a contact sport. I did question him on 10-17-12 via phone in regards to if there
were any policies or procedures as far as contact between coaches and players.
He advised that they did not have anything specific. The only thing he had was a
waiver statement from the players because it is a contact sport. I received a
copy of this information via email.

I also received a notice from WELSH as far as the attorney's office that was
representing GRAVES. During the process of this investigation, information was
released to the media. This investigation information has been released to the
ESPN, and local news stations has gotten out as well as the video. GRAVES has
the original video on his cell phone. We have obtained a copy, which was
downloaded into Spillman of the incident.

On 10-18-12 at approximately 1700 hours, I was in contact with BYBEE, attorney
for the City of Pocatello. I advised him of the progress in my investigation. I
was informed by him to hold off on serving the citation until next week. He
wanted to sit down with his other attorneys and discuss the matter a little
further before I issued a citation to KRAMER. They will be getting back with me
next week, the week of the 10-22-12. I will hold off on serving the citation.

End of report.

Officer: K. Howe 5126 Mon Oct 22 09:11:07 MDT 2012 12-P20610

10-22-12 On 10-18/19 at 2100hrs/0830hrs I received a phone call from Jeff Tingey
 he advised me that Graves is not allowing anyone to have access to his

medical records and is not willing to sign any releases. Kwh5126
OFFICER:  HOWE #5126           DICTATED:  10/22/12 @ 1630 HOURS

INVESTIGATIVE TIME:  15 MINUTES
LAW INCIDENT #:  12-P20610
STENO INITIALS:  LG
DATE & TIME
TRANSCRIBED:  10/23/12 @ 0720 HOURS

1. DOCUMENTS OF EVIDENCE TO BE FILED IN RECORDS:
 (STATEMENTS, RIGHTS FORMS, LATENTS, PHOTOS, ETC.)

None.

2. NARRATIVE:

On 10/22/12, I had been in contact with PETE WELSH from Idaho State University.
He informed me that he had spoken to a SCOTT BENSON in reference to this
particular case and had some information. I attempted to contact BENSON at
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 He called me back at 1615 hours, on 10/22/12. He is the Professor of
Economics but also the Campus Faculty Representative for the NCAA. I obtained
BENSON'S information. I questioned him in reference to this case. I learned that
on the morning of 10/5/12, between 0930 and 1100 hours, DEREK GRAVES had come
into the office and talked to him about the incident. GRAVES had some questions
on what to expect and options through the NCAA rules. He talked about the
incident and injury and that he had been to the doctor and was waiting for test
results. GRAVES had some questions about his season ending. At the end of the
conversation, BENSON explained to me that GRAVES showed him the video on the
phone. He said GRAVES asked him not to talk about it to anyone. According to
BENSON, he thought GRAVES expected someone to do something about the incident
through the University. BENSON stated he viewed the video and stated it was
disturbing to him. He stated that he explained to GRAVES that he would have to
report this incident. On 10/10/12, BENSON tried to make an appointment to see
President VAILAS. He was not able to make an appointment at that time. He said
he eventually tried again on 10/12/12 and ended up running into President VAILAS
in a stairway at the University and talked to him about the incident. BENSON
stated an investigation later started. They ended up getting a letter from an
attorney and WELSH was hired to assist in a parallel investigation of the
incident.

On 10/22/12, I contacted GRAVES at  I questioned him about
obtaining medical records from him about his injuries. He stated he would have
to talk to his attorney. He gave me his attorney's name, DON JACKSON, and a
phone number of . I was able to make contact with JACKSON. He
requested I call him back ten minutes later, as he was on a conference call.

I also contacted JEFF TINGEY at  in attempt to get ahold of a Coach
TUCKER'S cell phone number to see if he would speak to me about the incident. He
is the wide receiver coach and was working the day this incident occurred.

End of report.

Officer; K. Howe 5126 Tue Oct 23 13:58:52 MDT 2012 12-P20610

10-23-12 1400hrs I made contact with Coach Tucker via cell phone of . I
asked him if I could interview him and he said he did not have anything to say
other than he did not instruct Derek to do what he did with the other player.
Coach Tucker is the receiver coach not the defensive back coach. Tucker did not
want an interview. Nothing further to add. Kwh5126
Officer: K. Howe 5126 Tue Oct 23 14:56:34 MDT 2012 12-P20610

10-23-12 I contacted Att. Don Jackson via phone  and requested
medical records on Derek Graves. Don was able to fax the medical records to me
on Graves condition from this incident at ISU. Copies were made and placed in
records. I also delivered a copies to the city attorneys. Nothing further to
add. Kwh5126
Officer: K. Howe 5126 Wed Oct 31 14:05:28 MDT 2012 12-P20610

10-31-12 1330hrs I contacted Derek Graves by phone at  and I
explained to him I was finished with what I was waiitng for and asked if he
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still wished to pursue charges. Derek checked with his attorney and called me
back. He advised he wanted Kramer cited. I advised hi I would be most likely
serving Kramer's attorney. I contacted Attorney Tra mner and advised him of what
Graves wanted to do and Tramner advised he would co ntact Kramer's attorney so I
could serve him the citation on Kramer.Kwh5126
Officer: K. Howe 5126 Thu Nov 08 15:42:17 MST 2012 12-P20610

11-08-12 I responded to 201 East Center and made co ntact with John Bailey
Kramer's attorney. I explained the citation to Bail ey and Bailey signed for the
citation #9274607 for simple battery as Kramer's at torney. The court date was
set for December 14th 2012. This case will be close d as a CAA. Nothing further
to add. Kwh5126




